Abstract. We present the methodology, as well as results of measurements and evaluation of overhead created by concurrency and virtual memory. A special measurement technique and testbed were used to obtain the most accurate data from the experiments. This technique is focused on the measurements of the overall performance degradation that is introduced by concurrency in the form of lightweight user-level threads on IA-32 processors. We have obtained and compared results of the experiments in an environment with and without enabled virtual memory to understand what loss of performance is caused by virtual memory in itself, and how it affects the overhead associated with concurrency. The results showed that overhead of concurrency outweighs virtual memory overhead and that there is a complex dependency between them. The article is published in the author's wording.
Introduction
In this paper we describe a work motivated by the desire to understand the influence of concurrency and virtual memory to the performance of the system. To understand that, we have measured the overhead created by the multithreading in its lightestweight form called fibers. Fibers are used to provide concurrency on the application level. Additionally, we wanted to find out how the virtual memory affects performance of both concurrent and serialized workloads.
Accurate and fine-grained performance measurements on the low level of the system is challenging and requires taking into account a number of features of system and CPU. We have used a benefit of having of our own research operating system to create the вЂњClean RoomвЂќ environment, in which we have eliminated interference of the measurements with other activities asynchronously going in the system.
Related Work
There are a variety of works done to understand a context switch overhead, yet none of them has considered concurrency in general on the modern CISC processors. It is hard to find the published results of actual measurements of virtual memory overhead. Moreover, interdependence between concurrency and virtual memory overheads was not investigated.
The first research in that field was done by Agarwal et al. [1] , where it demonstrated that multiprogramming activity significantly degrades cache performance. After that, Mogul advanced and widened original research [8] . In both cases results were achieved through simulation but not actual experiments and concurrency were considered in the heavyweight form -multiprocessing. Additionally, CPUs have significantly advanced during the last two decades. There is a concern that both works do not reflect the behavior of the modern CPUs.
McVoy et al. measured the cost of context switch between multiple processes using lmbench [7] . While this work provides results of experiments done in real-world environments, it considers multiprocessing rather than concurrency in general and accounts not only CPU but also OS overhead.
Li et al. has conducted a research similar to our work [5] . He has quantified context switch cost, but like in previous cases, he has focused on Linux multiprocessing, and had not cut off overhead created by contention on memory bus.
Finally, the David et al. [2] has considered concurrency in general instead of multiprocessing. But his measurements were performed on RISC processor (ARM), while we were interested in understanding of concurrency overhead created on advanced and full-featured CISC processors (IA-32).
We are not aware about any good paper with evaluation of virtual memory overhead. It is interesting, but the only paper that sheds some light to this issue is an overview of Singularity OS [4] . But even it considers entire overhead created by virtual memory and does not dig into details.
Measurement Methodology
Our measurement methodology was designed to provide the cleanest and accurate results with a fine-grained resolution. We have eliminated interference with interrupt handling and operating system kernel scheduler on macro-level. Furthermore, we have taken into account potential disturbance of the branch prediction, influence of the measurements on the instrumented code execution time and potential issues related to caching on micro-level.
System Structure
Experimental setup is depicted on Figure 1 . We have used an advantage of having our own experimetal operating system to create testbed. In particular, the OS loader was modified by injections of three code modifications.
One of the injections is used to disable multiprocessor boot. By this, influence of the contention on memory bus to the results of measurements was eliminated. Despite the fact that computer system equipped by two CPUs was used during performance tests, only one CPU was bootstrapped and used. The second one was leaved in the uninitialized state. In addition, the Hyper-Threading technology was disabled through the BIOS for the time of all experiments.
The second code injection has added the switch which controls enabling of the virtual memory. Availability of this switch has allowed to consider influence of virtual memory to the system performance.
Finally, the last code injection contains microbenchmark with two test cases. The first test case reproduces batched singlethreaded processing of workload. In the second scenario, the same workload is processed concurrently by two user-level threads. Benchmark finishes its work by halting the future loading of the operating system, which is unneeded and unsafe.
Benchmark applications use the same preallocated buffer in both test scenarios.
Benchmark Implementation
Benchmark starts work by disabling interrupts. By this, we eliminate potential interference of measurements with interrupt handling, which can affect accuracy of the measurement results. Before the start of measurements, user-level multithreading environment is initialized. In our experiments only two threads are in use. Thus thread switch pointer should be set up and two stacks should be allocated and prepared. Each user-mode thread uses its own "top of the stack" pointer, which is also initialized during preparation to measurements, as well as initial stack frame.
Measurements is taken for a number of different workload sizes starting from 0 and ending by 24MB. Due to this benchmark performs a number of iterations of measurements, each time doubling the workload (0, 1b, 2b, 4b, ..., 24MB). On each iterations two experiment scenarios are executed: singlethreaded and multithreaded and, therefore, two measurements are taken. Before each experiment, cache warmup is performed by run of few experiments which execution time is not accounted for in measurement results. Finally, two experiment scenarios are played.
During experiment we emulated work of the application with variable working sets. Two buffers of the same fixed size were used to emulate working sets. The goal of the application was zeroing of buffers. Each scenario was replayed 100000 times.
In the singlethreaded scenario application sequentially refills first buffer by zeroes. In such a way it emulates the first program working with data in its working set. After the first buffer will be refilled 100000 times, application repeats the same procedure for the second buffer, emulating the second sequentially executing program.
In the multithreaded scenario, both emulated applications execute concurrently. After each buffer refill context switch to another application is performed. This process continues until both buffers will be refilled 100000 times.
User-Level Threads Implementation
The primary goal of our experiments is to understand the impact of concurrency to the performance, but not the impact of some specific implementation of concurrency. Due to this the lightest form of multithreading was chosen.
Implemented multithreading environment supports only two user-level threads and is based on cooperative form of multitasking. As a result, it does not require presence of scheduler. Additionally, run queue has degraded to the switch point, because we always have a system in a state where one thread is running and one thread is in ready state. Hence, context switch can be considered as a simple swapping of the roles/states between these two threads. Due to this environment maintains minimal global state consisting only of one variable, which stores stack pointer of the thread that is in the ready state. State of the user-level threads includes only state of eight general purpose registers of IA-32 processor. During context switch, outgoing thread stores its state on the top of its own stack. Then it swaps content of the global state variable and stack pointer register of processor. Finally, incoming thread loads its state from the top of its own stack.
The function for the user-level thread switch is implemented as follows: 
Measurement Methodology and Points
The primary tool which was used for execution time measurements is a IA-32 time stamp counter. Time stamp counter provides a highest resolution with granularity equal to a tick of system bus. It was safe to use time stamp counter in our experiments, because we had full control over CPU and were assured that thread migration to another CPU is prevented.
To reduce the effects of the measurements on the results, the number of the measurements taken was minimized. Furthermore, all measurements were done using the same framework, where only test scenarios were replaced. As a result the difference in measured time for two experiments will show only difference in execution time of test scenarios. Framework and test scenarios are depicted on Figure 2 . In our approach we have taken into account all effects of advanced processor features such as superscalarity, branch prediction and out-of-order execution, because we wanted to know the full impact of multithreading and virtual memory on the performance. Due to this the overall time of the entire series of 100000 experiments was measured. Note that in multithreaded experiment scenario two iteration counters were actually used, one per each thread stack. Thus, the entire experiment actually performs 200000 buffer refills, 100000 per each buffer.
Experimental Platform
All measurements were done on the Dell PowerEdge 2650 server [3] with two Intel Xeon CPUs [6] (Details are provided in Table 1 ). 
Results
Figures 3 and 4 visualize the measured overhead imposed by concurrency in the form of light-weight user-level multithreading as discussed in section 3.3. Both figures contain two graphs that show overhead measured in the environment with enabled and disabled virtual memory. Figure 3 represents an absolute overhead measured during a series of experiments and Figure 4 shows the same results, but in a form of relative overhead. As reader can see, concurrency always creates performance penalty which is in the worst case raises up to almost 1.125 millions of wasted CPU ticks per time quantum used by thread or 352% of overhead. This worst case represents the scenario with working set of size 0.5MB, which is a size of L2 cache in our experimental setup. In the case of absence of concurrency entire working set is loaded into the cache once, where it is processed multiple times. But in the case of concurrency entire cache is considered as completely polluted and thus is constantly reloaded after each context switch. In general, overhead is significant and reaches acceptable levels only for working set sizes of near 128KB and bigger than 2MB. Figure 5 shows how enabled virtual memory affects the overhead imposed by concurrency. In most cases it reduces performance penalty created by concurrency. In some cases even significantly (up to -90% for the case of working set of 16KB). In other cases, enabled virtual memory can boost concurrency overhead (up to +44% for the case of working set of 1.5KB). It would be interesting to note that influence of enabled virtual memory on concurrency overhead for the scenarios with working sets bigger than 0.5MB is negligible. Another aspect discussed here is how the enabled virtual memory affects performance of the application and concurrency overhead. Figures 6 and 7 shows the results of measurements of overhead for enabled virtual memory. As in the previous case, Figure  6 represents performance penalty in absolute values, when Figure 7 represents the same results but as relative overhead. It is interesting to note that in contrast to the concurrency, impact of the virtual memory to the application performance is not trivial. In most cases enabled virtual memory degrades performance of the application, or its impact is negligible. But actually, we can see the cases when virtual memory boosts application performance. What is even more interesting, that boost is significant for the concurrent workload (up to 39% for 16KB working set) when it negligible for the serialized workload (up to 7.5% for 3MB working set). Impact of concurrency onto virtual memory overhead is demonstrated on Figure 8 . 
Conclusions and Outlook
We presented the results of the measurements of the overhead incurred by concurrency and virtual memory. During measurements special focus was pointed to achievement of the most accurate and fine-grained results. Due to this the "Clean room" methodology was used.
We have demonstrated that concurrency creates significant overhead which can grow up to 350% in a terminal case. Reason for this is an advanced multilevel caching used by CPUs to hide the cost of access to main memory and by cache pollution introduced by concurrency.
In contrast, impact of virtual memory on the system performance is not trivial. Furthermore, it largely depends on the type of workload. In particular, we have found an interesting phenomena when virtual memory even significantly boosts performance of concurrent workload (up to 39%).
